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Abstract

Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common form of arthritis and often causes pain and functional impairment. Despite its high burden on society, knowledge about the occurrence of OA and its associated mortality is sparse. The epidemiology of OA is difficult to determine due to the patients’ fluctuating symptoms and challenges in detecting and defining the radiographic disease. The specific aims of this thesis were to estimate the current and future prevalence of OA in peripheral joints in Sweden and the mortality associated with OA using the population-based register data and data from clinical examinations.

Among the residents of the Skåne region aged ≥45 years in the year 2012, persons who have consulted a physician for OA at least once were identified using the Skåne Healthcare Register (SHR) – a mandatory register containing information on all healthcare visits made in the region. Prevalence of doctor-diagnosed OA (current and expected in the next 20 years) and all-cause mortality in persons with knee or hip OA were estimated. A subset of Skåne residents aged 56 to 84 years who participated in the Malmö Osteoarthritis study (MOA) (n=1527) underwent clinical examination including knee x-ray and knee pain questionnaire in order to assess the presence of knee OA.

Of adults aged 45 years or older and living in Skåne (n=531 254), 27% consulted a physician for OA in a peripheral joint at least once between 1999 and 2012 and this proportion is expected to increase to 30% by the year 2032. The 2012 prevalence of the doctor-diagnosed knee OA was 13.8%, of the hip OA – 5.8%, of the hand OA – 3.1% and of the OA in other joints – 12.4%. One in four of persons with the doctor-diagnosed OA consulted for the disease in more than one joint site. In Skåne, the hazard ratios of death in persons with doctor-diagnosed knee or hip OA compared to the general population were 0.87 (95% confidence interval 0.85, 0.89) and 0.90 (0.87, 0.92), respectively. In the MOA study, the prevalence of knee OA giving symptoms (with or without radiographic manifestations) was 15.4%. Of these, 53% consulted healthcare and received a knee OA diagnosis during an 8 year period. A number of sensitivity analyses, including the validation of knee OA diagnoses registered in SHR, quantification of bias and a simulation study assessing the impact of missing diagnostic codes on the derived prevalence estimates, confirmed robustness of the results.

This thesis provides a comprehensive view of clinically relevant OA as well as radiographic findings (knee) with or without symptoms in Sweden. Results will aid the healthcare planning and evaluations of the disease burden. The findings also indicate that knee or hip OA are not associated with excess mortality on the population level; possible mechanisms include relatively easy access to care and treatments or maintaining physical activity.
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Abstract

Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common form of arthritis and often causes pain and functional impairment. Despite its high burden on society, knowledge about the occurrence of OA and its associated mortality is sparse. The epidemiology of OA is difficult to determine due to the patients’ fluctuating symptoms and challenges in detecting and defining the radiographic disease. The specific aims of this thesis were to estimate the current and future prevalence of OA in peripheral joints in Sweden and the mortality associated with OA using the population-based register data and data from clinical examinations.

Among the residents of the Skåne region aged ≥45 years in the year 2012, persons who have consulted a physician for OA at least once were identified using the Skåne Healthcare Register (SHR) – a mandatory register containing information on all healthcare visits made in the region. Prevalence of doctor-diagnosed OA (current and expected in the next 20 years) and all-cause mortality in persons with knee or hip OA were estimated. A subset of Skåne residents aged 56 to 84 years who participated in the Malmö Osteoarthritis study (MOA) (n=1527) underwent clinical examination including knee x-ray and knee pain questionnaire in order to assess the presence of knee OA.

Of adults aged 45 years or older and living in Skåne (n=531 254), 27% consulted a physician for OA in a peripheral joint at least once between 1999 and 2012 and this proportion is expected to increase to 30% by the year 2032. The 2012 prevalence of the doctor-diagnosed knee OA was 13.8%, of the hip OA – 5.8%, of the hand OA – 3.1% and of the OA in other joints – 12.4%. One in four of persons with the doctor-diagnosed OA consulted for the disease in more than one joint site. In Skåne, the hazard ratios of death in persons with doctor-diagnosed knee or hip OA compared to the general population were 0.87 (95% confidence interval 0.85, 0.89) and 0.90 (0.87, 0.92), respectively. In the MOA study, the prevalence of knee OA giving symptoms (with or without radiographic manifestations) was 15.4%. Of these, 53% consulted healthcare and received a knee OA diagnosis during an 8 year period. A number of sensitivity analyses, including the validation of knee OA diagnoses registered in SHR, quantification of bias and a simulation study assessing the impact of missing diagnostic codes on the derived prevalence estimates, confirmed robustness of the results.

This thesis provides a comprehensive view of clinically relevant OA as well as radiographic findings (knee) with or without symptoms in Sweden. Results will aid the healthcare planning and evaluations of the disease burden. The findings also indicate that knee and hip OA are not associated with excess mortality on the population level; possible mechanisms include relatively easy access to care and treatments or maintaining physical activity.
Epidemiology is the study of the distribution and determinants of health-related states or events in specified populations, and the application of this study to manage health problems. The key paradigm of epidemiology is that disease patterns in populations may be analyzed systematically to understand their causes and to improve health. Epidemiology has been useful in yielding understanding of what causes disease in population, preventing or controlling disease, guiding healthcare policy and planning or management of diseases in individuals. The surge of epidemiologic activity since the late 20th century has been accompanied by the evolution of epidemiologic concepts and methods in order to improve their validity. In this thesis I attempt to study the occurrence and consequences of osteoarthritis in Sweden and to use epidemiological methods that may improve the reliability of the obtained results.

Osteoarthritis

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a progressive degenerative joint disease that affects all structures of the joint. OA can affect all joints, but the most common sites are the knee, the hip and the hand. OA has a tremendous impact on the lives of working age adults and elderly causing pain and functional impairment and being the leading cause for joint replacement surgery. The number of years lived with disability due to knee and hip OA alone increased by 64% between 1990 and 2010. OA is currently ranked eleventh in the world among the leading causes of disability.

OA is a heterogeneous disease and is challenging to define, as it may involve pathological processes on the molecular level, structural changes of the joint tissues and clinical symptoms in patients. The consensus definition is as follows:

“OA diseases are a result of both mechanical and biologic events that destabilize the normal coupling of degradation and synthesis of articular cartilage chondrocytes and extracellular matrix, and subchondral bone. Although they may be initiated by multiple factors, including genetic, developmental, metabolic and traumatic, OA diseases involve all of the tissues of the joint. Ultimately, OA diseases are manifested by morphologic, biochemical, molecular, and biomechanical changes of both cells and matrix which lead to a softening, fibrillation, ulceration, loss of articular cartilage, sclerosis and eburnation of subchondral bone, osteophytes, and subchondral cysts.
When clinically evident, OA diseases are characterized by joint pain, tenderness, limitation of movement, crepitus, occasional effusion, and variable degrees of inflammation without systemic effects. 

As reflected in the above definition, the concept of OA is still not fully understood and thus the research about OA is difficult and requires a number of tolls, definitions or criteria depending on the scientific question. In epidemiological studies on prevalence, risk factors for or consequences of the disease the common solution is the use of established classification criteria for defining the OA disease.

**Classification criteria and diagnosis of OA**

In brief, classification criteria are standardized definitions that are primarily intended to enable clinical studies to have uniform cohorts for research, which are able to define a homogenous group and where high specificity is required. In contrast, a diagnosis is the outcome of a clinical process aimed at confirming the presence (or absence) of a health disorder in the context of an encounter between a physician and a patient, in a particular healthcare setting. This process requires the physician’s skills, knowledge and intuition and is based on a set of signs, symptoms and tests developed for use in routine clinical work (diagnostic criteria). The usual aim is to guide the care of individual patients. Diagnostic criteria need to reflect all the possible features and severity of the disease. When the aetiology of a disease is well defined, diagnostic and classification criteria may be very similar and used interchangeably. When the aetiology of the disease is not fully understood and the symptoms are not highly specific, as is the case with OA, various classification criteria and the clinical diagnosis may yield weakly overlapping groups.

The gold standard classification criteria in epidemiology of OA are based on radiographic imaging. The most commonly used is a system developed by Kellgren and Lawrence (KL), where the joint features, primarily osteophytes (outgrowth of bone) and joint space narrowing, are graded on a point 0 to 4 scale. Traditionally a grade ≥2 is considered to represent radiographic OA. Radiographic OA in combination with self-reported joint pain on most days of a month is often classified as symptomatic OA. Another set of classification criteria for OA of the knee, the hip and the hand has been developed by the American College of Rheumatology (ACR). These criteria are based on patients history, physical examination and radiographic or laboratory findings, if available. In recent years new criteria based on the findings visible on the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), such as cartilage loss, bone marrow lesions or meniscal tear have been proposed. However, defining early OA on MRI is challenging and no golden standard have been established yet.

There are no uniform international diagnostic criteria for OA. In Sweden, the National Board of Health and Welfare’s guidelines published in 2012 recommend that the diagnosis of OA is based on the anamnesis, symptoms and clinical findings.
without routine use of the radiographic imaging. Nevertheless, the diagnosis is based on the subjective judgment of the treating physician.

**Prevalence of OA**

OA is the most common form of arthritis. The prevalence of OA (i.e. the proportion of the population having the disease at a given point in time) has been studied extensively in a number of western countries. However, reliable data are lacking for large parts of the world, which has become even more evident when the latest WHO's burden of disease study has attempted to estimate the prevalence of knee and hip OA worldwide and found reports from only 27 countries and rarely covering the whole relevant age spectrum.

Challenges in estimating the prevalence of OA are related to the various definitions that can be used, such as the radiographic criteria combined with reports of symptoms, the ACR criteria or a diagnosis from a health professional. The common methods of the data collection include subjects’ self-report/survey data, clinical and radiographic examination or register data. The prevalence studies have focused most often on the radiographic or symptomatic OA or on the joint pain, that in persons aged 55 years or older is often attributed to OA. However, the overlap between the structural changes as in OA visible on plain radiograph and clinical symptoms as in OA is usually low, and is expected to have a poor overlap with healthcare consultation for OA (Figure 1). The prevalence of self-reported OA or OA leading to a healthcare consultation is rarely reported together with findings concerning radiographic evidence and symptoms and thus it is challenging to acquire a broader picture of the occurrence of OA in societies.

![Figure 1. Selected concepts of OA.](image-url)
The prevalence of radiographic OA in people ≥45 years ranges from 19.2% to 27.8% in the knee and from 19.6% to 27.0% in the hip. Typically, the prevalence of the symptomatic disease is lower with reported estimates from 6.7% to 15.9% in the knee and from 1.6% to 9.2% in the hip.\textsuperscript{23,24,27–30} Radiographic hand OA is highly prevalent, especially in women, and present in up to 80% of older adults, but only a minority of persons with radiographic hand OA have pain in these joints.\textsuperscript{27,31} There are only a few studies reporting prevalence of OA for all joints combined. The 2001 prevalence of OA in at least one joint in Canada, based on data from a healthcare register for persons aged 18 or older, was 14.3%,\textsuperscript{25} while in Australia almost 15% of persons 15 years old or older reported having OA.\textsuperscript{32} In the United States (US), in 2005 the estimated prevalence of symptomatic OA was 15.3% in persons aged 25 to 74.\textsuperscript{27}

In Sweden, the prevalence of joint complaints in knees in persons aged 79 in mid 1980s was 25% in women and 11% in men,\textsuperscript{33} while the prevalence of radiographic OA in right knees was 53% in women and 43% in men.\textsuperscript{34} Forty one percent of persons reported joint complaints and had radiographic OA of the hands. More recently, the prevalence of symptomatic knee OA in persons aged 35 to 54 was estimated to be 2.4%.\textsuperscript{35} Up-to-date population-based data for a wider age range are lacking, as well as estimates of OA in other joints.

The prevalence of OA is expected to increase due to the anticipated changes in the age-structure of the population and the obesity epidemic.\textsuperscript{36,37} In the US, the prevalence of self-reported doctor-diagnosed arthritis is projected to increase from 22% in 2003 to 25% in 2030.\textsuperscript{38} Possible changes in the disease occurrence may require changes in planning and resource prioritization within healthcare and more information on the future burden of OA on healthcare is warranted.

**Risk factors for OA**

**Systemic factors**

The pathogenesis of OA is likely multifactorial. Genetic factors may account for at least 50% of cases of OA in the hands and hips and smaller percentage in the knees.\textsuperscript{39} OA is more common in women than men and in women the prevalence increases dramatically after menopause. Thus, hormonal status has been suggested to play a role, but the evidence on a protective effect of oestrogen is weak. Nutritional factors have been proposed, where vitamin D has been reported to protect against both incident and progressive hip OA.\textsuperscript{40} The prevalence of OA increases with increasing age in all joints. The incidence of radiographic or symptomatic OA is rare in persons under 45 years of age and typically peaks at ages 70 to 79.

**Local biomechanical factors**

Being overweight is a risk factor for both incidence and progression of OA, especially in the knee, and weight loss can reduce the risk of OA.\textsuperscript{40} Joint dysplasia, or joint
injuries, e.g., fractures of articular surfaces and tears of menisci and ligaments that increase instability of the joint precede the development of OA in a high percentage of affected joints.\textsuperscript{41,42} Muscle weakness in the quadriceps is a known consequence of knee OA, but has also been reported to be a risk factor for radiographic or symptomatic knee OA.\textsuperscript{30,43}

**Treatment of OA**

There is lack of disease-modifying pharmacological treatments for OA. Available treatments are focused on alleviating symptoms and maintaining physical fitness. The core treatments, appropriate for all individuals, are education to enhance understanding of the condition and its management as well as, for knee and hip OA, non-pharmacological treatments such as exercise and manual therapy, weight loss and bracing/joint support when needed. Pharmacological management of joint pain includes the use of paracetamol and non-steroid anti-inflammatory drugs or intra-articular corticosteroid injections for moderate to severe pain.\textsuperscript{44,45} A joint replacement surgery is the treatment of the end-stage OA and may be offered primarily to persons with knee or hip OA that do not obtain an adequate pain relief and functional improvement from a combination of non-pharmacological and pharmacological treatments.\textsuperscript{46} It is estimated that 10-20\% of persons with knee OA require eventually a joint replacement surgery.

**Rheumatoid arthritis**

In contrast to OA, rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is an autoimmune chronic inflammatory disease with a pronounced systemic involvement. RA affects synovium, leading to joint damage and bone destruction that in turn cause severe disability. Pain, swelling and redness are common manifestations and multiple joints are often affected. Persons with RA have decreased quality of life, restrictions in daily living and often a reduced work capacity.\textsuperscript{47,48} Studying RA has not been the primary aim of this thesis, but I have included it in one study in order to gain information about the internal validity of the used data sources.

The diagnosis of RA relies on clinical judgement of the treating physician, but the ACR classification criteria for RA\textsuperscript{49} are well known and often applied by rheumatologists in the routine care. Thus, the overlap between RA diagnosed within healthcare and RA identified using the ACR criteria is expected to be high. The prevalence of doctor-diagnosed RA in Sweden in 2008 was 0.66\%, 0.37\% in men and 0.94\% in women.\textsuperscript{50} The main risk factors for the disease include genes and smoking, but the aetiology is unknown.\textsuperscript{51} Early recognition and treatment with disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs is essential in achieving control of the
Since the late 1990’s its treatment has been much improved by the introduction of new disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (biological treatment), e.g., TNF-blockers.

Mortality in OA and RA

Prevention of premature death may be viewed as a primary goal of medical care and mortality has often been an extensively studied outcome in epidemiology. However, rheumatic diseases have not been commonly perceived as ‘fatal’. The scientific evidence on mortality in rheumatic diseases is very modest when compared to cardiovascular diseases or cancer. Increased mortality rates have been reported for a number of rheumatic diseases, such as gout, systemic lupus erythematosus, psoriatic arthritis, ankylosing spondylitis and others, including OA and RA, but the strength of evidence and the number of studies are generally limited.

One exception is RA. There is solid evidence of increased mortality in patients with RA compared to the general population with the reported hazard ratios in the range of 1.6-1.7. The inflammatory process (and its treatments) and higher levels of infectious, pulmonary, cardiovascular and renal comorbidities contribute.

The relationship between OA and mortality is not clear. There is a rationale for a possible association of OA with excess mortality. The major mediating factors considered are immobility due to persistent symptoms, weight increase and cardiovascular diseases. However, the evidence in the literature is not consistent. The comprehensive systematic review by Hochberg in 2008 concluded in a best evidence synthesis of 6 studies that there was moderate evidence of somewhat increased all-cause mortality among persons with OA compared with the general population, particularly for knee OA and generalized OA. Since then, Nuesch et al. have reported that persons with symptomatic knee or hip OA had a standardized mortality ratio of 1.55 as compared to the general population. Other investigators have reported lower mortality rates for OA as compared with other chronic conditions or, for hand OA, with the general population. Several of the studies suffered from potential bias, misclassification or had short follow-up times. In addition, variation in OA management between different countries and health care systems, underlying health of the populations or life style factors may have impact on all-cause mortality because mortality in OA has been suggested to be related to the actual physical disability rather than biological consequences of the disease.
The Skåne region

The research of this thesis is based within the Skåne region. Skåne (Scania) is the southernmost region of Sweden with an area of 11 000 km$^2$ and 1.3 million inhabitants (Dec 2014) (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. The Scania region (in black) in Sweden.](image)

The region contains a large proportion of Sweden’s best farm land and is strong within farming industry which employs 13% of the region’s population. However, the majority of inhabitants are working within service, where healthcare is one of the major branches. One in three persons between 25 and 64 years of age has higher education. The largest city is Malmö with a population of nearly 320 000. The Skåne region is characterized by true variety of landscape, from modern urban environment in Malmö, through industry regions to small towns and nature reserves. Its sociodemographic structure is similar to that of the whole Sweden (Table 1).
Table 1.
Demographics of the Skåne and Sweden populations aged 45 years or older*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Skåne, N=551 592</th>
<th>Sweden, N=4 254 234</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age in years, mean</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>63.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% women</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;9 years</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-11 years</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-14 years</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15+ years</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual income, median in SEK†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>241 525</td>
<td>251 557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight††, %</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese††, %</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data source: Statistics Sweden per year 2012; †Swedish crown, equals 0.1 Euro; ††Sweden in 2014 ages 45+ years, Skåne in 2012 based on Folkhälsoshöknät Skåne 2012, ages 45-80 years, overweight defined as body mass index≥25, obese defined as body mass index≥30

Epidemiological cohorts in Skåne

The region has been a suitable location for large scale epidemiological studies due to the presence of the Lund University and the Skåne University Hospital. One example is the Malmö Diet and Cancer study (MDCS). The study was designed to answer questions considering the associations of dietary factors and certain cancers. All men and women living in Malmö who were born between 1923 and 1945 (men) or 1923 and 1950 (women) were invited by letters and advertisements in newspapers to take part in the study. Between March 1991 and September 1996, the respondents participated in clinical examinations at the screening centre and filled in a self-administered questionnaire. There were slightly over 28,000 participants among 70,000 eligible persons. They had similar socio-demographic structure to the non-participants, but the mortality was higher in the non-participants both during and following the recruitment period. Over the course of the years the MDCS has become a base for recruitment of participants to other epidemiological studies, including the Malmö OA (MOA) study used in this thesis. The aims of the MOA study were to characterize and quantify different categories of knee OA with respect to symptoms and findings from physical and radiographic examinations in a population-based cohort, including persons that have previously not sought medical care. Thus, among the MDCS responders, who were still alive and residing in Malmö in 2007, a random sample of 10,000 individuals was selected to participate in the MOA study. The invited persons answered a postal questionnaire concerning the knee pain, and a subset of responders underwent a clinical examination including x-ray of both knees and knee symptoms assessment.
Registers in research

In recent years epidemiologic research has started to utilize the data from the existing longitudinal population-based registers extensively. In Sweden, social, demographic and health data have been collected for many years and have been available for research after obtaining sufficient ethical approvals and after complying with the secrecy and confidentiality laws. Using the unique personal identification number assigned to every person living in Sweden, these data can be linked to regional registers as well as ad-hoc research cohorts.64,65

Utilization of existing population-based register data has several strengths. It is usually cost-effective, maximizes the public value of the already collected data and enables working with large cohorts. The data collection process, which is independent of the study question, and inclusion of the whole population of a particular geographical region result in minimizing the selection bias and often prevent the differential misclassification of the exposure, confounders and outcome.66

However, register data have in general important limitations that need to be recognized. Data quality is defined by the register and not by the researcher and may be unknown with respect to validity or completeness. Information on important confounders is often not available or the data have high percentage of missing values. Data are registered using definitions that are relevant for the ‘administrator’, which may not be the same as those relevant for the research question, and the coding practice may vary between geographical areas or year of data collection. The data are usually truncated by the start of the registration period which may be a source of misclassification. The existence and completeness of register metadata (description of data and variables, methodology and quality) are crucial for an informed usage of registers for research.67

This thesis uses register data from several sources. The Swedish population register is maintained by the Tax Agency and it is where the population of Sweden is registered.68 It is a source of information for many other population-based registers and for a number of official authorities. The Longitudinal integration database for health insurance and labour market studies (LISA by Swedish acronym) is maintained by Statistics Sweden (SCB) - the provider of the official statistics in Sweden. It contains, among others, the official data related to education, employment and income that are continuously updated with the best available information.69 The metadata for these registers is provided by the authorities and is extensive.

The data concerning the healthcare utilization in the Skåne region are stored in the Skåne Healthcare Register (SHR). The healthcare in the region is provided on primary, specialist and in-patient level, including highly specialized care given at the Skåne University Hospital. The out-patient care is given by both private and public providers and financed through a common tax-based system. The patients’ co-pay is relatively low and similar irrespective of the provider. It is common that patients seek care from, or are referred to, both types of providers. The information on every
healthcare contact made in the region from the year 1998 and onwards is registered in the SHR. The SHR contains information on the healthcare provider, the profession (physician, physical therapist, nurse etc.), type of contact (e.g., primary/specialist care, in- or out-patient visit, clinic etc.), contact date and patients’ unique personal identification number. Furthermore, the register contains the publicly practicing physicians' diagnostic codes according to the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) 10 system. These codes are assigned by the doctors themselves and are retrieved from the electronic medical records to the register. The codes from the private healthcare providers, responsible for around 30% of all doctor visits, had not been forwarded to the SHR, but a substantial part of the providers started to register their diagnosis in the year 2013. The registered data have been used, among others, for reimbursement purposes. The medical diagnoses registered in the SHR have been validated against medical journals or other data sources for a number of diseases and showed generally high positive predictive values or sensitivity.50,70–72 The completeness of the registered administrative data (such as the provider, the clinic, type of contact etc. or patients’ unique personal identification number) has been nearly 100%. However, the completeness of the medical diagnoses in the public out-patient care has been increasing gradually over the years, from only 15% in the year 1998 to over 90% in the year 2009. The data from SHR are provided to the researchers by Region Skåne after obtaining required permission and approval from the ethical review board.
Aims

General aim

To increase knowledge concerning OA epidemiology in Sweden and epidemiological methods that can be used in research based on routinely collected healthcare data.

Specific aims

- To estimate the prevalence of OA in the peripheral joints that leads to a doctor consultation, today and in 20 years, and to validate the diagnosis of knee OA registered in SHR with respect to a gold standard epidemiological definition. (paper I)
- To estimate the prevalence of knee pain, radiographic, symptomatic and clinically defined knee OA and what proportion of persons with knee OA consults healthcare. (paper II)
- To assess the mortality associated with doctor-diagnosed OA of the knee or hip as compared to the general population consulting healthcare. (paper III)
- To evaluate multiple imputation as a method for handling missing diagnostic codes in a longitudinal healthcare database in order to estimate the prevalence of a chronic disease in the population. (paper IV)
Methods

Data sources

The population register

The Swedish population register contains information about vital events such as births, deaths, and changes in residential addresses for all inhabitants in Sweden and is based on the unique personal identification number. This number is assigned to every person registered as inhabitant in Sweden (i.e., not only for persons with Swedish citizenship, but all persons living in Sweden) and is used for identification purposes. The number contains information on the date of birth and sex. The population register is continuously updated by the Swedish Tax Agency. I have used the register to identify persons for inclusion in the papers I, II and III. (Table 2)

The Skåne Healthcare Register

The SHR contains information about every healthcare contact made in the Skåne region from the year 1998 and onwards. The register includes individual level information including the unique personal identification number, which enables linking of the register data with the population register. For each visit to a physician the data on the healthcare provider, the profession, type of contact (e.g., primary/specialist care, in- or out-patient visit etc.), the clinic and the contact date are registered. I have used the SHR data to identify persons that consulted healthcare due to any reason (paper III), or for a particular disease (papers I, II and III) and as a base for data simulation in paper IV (Table 2).
Table 2.
The study cohorts and OA/RA definitions used in papers I-IV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Inclusion criteria</th>
<th>Age range</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>OA/RA definitions used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Residents in Skåne at 2012-12-31</td>
<td>45+</td>
<td>531 254</td>
<td>Doctor-diagnosed OA, Clinical and radiographic knee OA (ACR*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Radiographic knee OA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Residents in Malmö in 2007, a random sample from the MDCS cohort†</td>
<td>56-84</td>
<td>10 000</td>
<td>Radiographic knee OA, Symptomatic knee OA, Clinical knee OA (ACR*), Doctor-diagnosed knee OA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Residents in Skåne that consulted a physician at least once between 1998-01-01 and 2012-12-31</td>
<td>45+</td>
<td>524 136</td>
<td>Doctor-diagnosed knee or hip OA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Doctor-diagnosed RA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Simulated artificial population</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Doctor-diagnosed disease</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ACR – American College of Rheumatology, †MDCS – Malmö Diet and Cancer Study

Statistics Sweden

SCB is an administrative agency with the main task to coordinate the Swedish system for official statistics. The individual level data from the LISA databases, such as income, education and marital status, including the unique personal identification number that enables linkage with the other register data has been provided by SCB for the whole Skåne population. Additionally, I have retrieved the aggregated level longitudinal data on the prevalence of overweight and obesity in Sweden and the age and sex specific population projection for Sweden until year 2032 from SCBs publications. The data from SCB were used in papers I and III.

The MOA study

The MOA study was carried out between 2007 and 2008. The first part of the study consisted of a knee pain questionnaire sent to a random sample of 10 000 participants aged 56 to 84 years from the MDCS cohort who were still alive and resident in the Malmö area at the beginning of 2007.(Figure 4)
Figure 4. The flow-chart of MOA study sample.
Respondents answered a question about whether they had knee pain during the previous 12 months and its duration (<1 week, 1-4 weeks, 1-3 months, >3 months). Persons with pain in one or both knees in the past 12 months and duration of more than 4 weeks were classified as having frequent knee pain. In the second part of the study a random sample of 1300 persons with frequent knee pain and 650 persons without were invited to a clinical visit and radiographic examination. At the clinical visit the trained study nurse measured weight and height and the body mass index (BMI) was calculated. The participants were asked if they have had previous knee arthroplasty and completed a questionnaire assessing, among other things, pain in the whole body and its location. Data on birth date, sex, education and BMI from the MDCS examination in 1991-96 were available for the whole 10 000 study sample (Table 3). I have used the data from the MOA study in papers I and II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.</th>
<th>Demographics of the MOA study sample (N=10 000).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age in years, mean (SD), range</strong></td>
<td>70 (7.6), 56-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% women</strong></td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education, %</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤9 years</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-12 years</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-14 years</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15+ years</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em><em>Overweight</em>, %</em>*</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em><em>Obese</em>, %</em>*</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*At the MDCS examination, overweight defined as BMI ≥25, obese defined as BMI ≥30

**Ethical considerations**

Relevant ethical approvals from the ethical review board in Lund were obtained for studies included in this thesis. An informed consent was obtained from all participants of the MOA study in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Data were processed using the encrypted unique personal identification number without access to the personal information (such as name, residential address or unique personal identification number) of the study participants. All results were presented on the aggregated level preventing any individual from being identified.
Definitions of OA and RA

Doctor-diagnosed OA

The main definition of OA (in knee, hip, hand and other joints) used in this thesis is the *doctor-diagnosed OA*. A person (aged 45 years or older) was defined as an OA case if having a diagnosis of OA registered in SHR, at a healthcare visit to a physician, at least once (Table 4). I assumed that a person has OA from the earliest diagnosis date encountered in the register and onwards (i.e., one cannot be cured from OA). I classified the OA locations into knee, hip, hand and other (including elbow, shoulder, jaw and foot), and I referred to OA in at least one peripheral joint as ‘any OA’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>ICD 10 code</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knee</td>
<td>M17</td>
<td>Gonarthrosis [arthrosis of knee]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip</td>
<td>M16</td>
<td>Coxarthrosis [arthrosis of hip]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand/wrist</td>
<td>M18</td>
<td>Arthrosis of first carpometacarpal joint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M15.1</td>
<td>Heberden’s nodes (with arthropathy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M15.2</td>
<td>Bouchard’s nodes (with arthropathy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M19.0D</td>
<td>Primary arthrosis of other joints, site: wrist/hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M19.1D</td>
<td>Post-traumatic arthrosis of other joints, site: wrist/hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M19.2D</td>
<td>Other secondary arthrosis, site: forearm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>M15 (other than M15.1, M15.2)</td>
<td>Polyarthrosis (excluding Heberden’s/Bouchard’s nodes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M19 (other than M19.0D, M19.1D, M19.2D)</td>
<td>Other arthrosis (excluding arthrosis in hand/wrist)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Knee OA according to ACR criteria

Two sets of ACR classification criteria could be applied to determine the presence or absence of knee OA in the participants of the MOA study. The *clinically defined knee OA* according to the recursive positioning method was defined as knee pain for most days of the prior month in combination with one of the three groups of symptoms: 1) crepitus on active joint motion and morning stiffness <30 minutes in duration and age > 38 years; 2) crepitus on active joint motion and bony enlargement of the knee on examination; 3) bony enlargement of the knee on examination.

The *clinical and radiographic knee OA* was defined as knee pain and osteophytes in combination with at least one of the following three criteria: 1) age > 50 years; 2) stiffness <30 minutes or 3) crepitus. I used this definition in the validation of the diagnoses registered in the SHR due to its relatively high sensitivity and specificity with respect to a clinical diagnosis (91% and 86%, respectively).14
Radiographic and symptomatic knee OA

As a part of the clinical examination in the second part of the MOA study the participants underwent x-rays of both knees in a weight-bearing and semi-flexed position (knees in 10-15 degrees of flexion) using a posterior-anterior beam direction (film focus distance 110 cm, 60 kV and 10 mA) with the aid of fluoroscopy to optimally align the tibia plateau. Patella axial images were obtained with knees in 30-40 degrees of flexion. An independent senior radiologist specialized in musculoskeletal conditions who was blinded to the clinical data assessed joint space narrowing and osteophytes according to the atlas from the Osteoarthritis Research Society International.73 The radiographic knee OA was present if one or more of the following criteria were fulfilled in either the medial tibiofemoral, lateral tibiofemoral or patellofemoral compartment: joint space narrowing grade 2 or worse, the sum of marginal osteophyte grades in the same compartment 2 or worse, joint space narrowing grade 1 and osteophyte grade 1 in the same compartment (approximating a KL grade ≥2) (Figure 5).42

I considered those with radiographic knee OA and frequent knee pain (pain in one or both knees in the past 12 months and duration at least 4 weeks) as having symptomatic knee OA.

Figure 5. Frontal radiographic knee images from two 80 years old MOA participants. A. A right knee with radiographic medial osteoarthritis. Joint space narrowing and osteophytes on both tibia and femur are visible in the medial compartment. B. A right knee without any signs of medial radiographic osteoarthritis. Both persons suffered from frequent knee pain.
Doctor-diagnosed RA

To be considered an RA case an ICD 10 code M05 or M06 assigned and registered in the SHR at least twice, with at least one being from a specialist (or a physician under specialty training) in rheumatology or internal medicine was required. This definition was previously validated against a registry held by the South Swedish Arthritis Treatment Group (SSATG). Of all RA patients registered in SSATG (98% fulfilling ACR classification criteria for RA) aged ≥20 years, 93% were captured in SHR using the above definition.50

Epidemiological methods

Prevalence

Prevalence is an epidemiological measure of the occurrence of the disease that focuses on existing states. The point prevalence of a disease is the proportion of the population with the disease at a specific time point.74

Studying the point prevalence of OA using longitudinal healthcare data requires several assumptions. First, the target population needs to be defined. In the paper I, I estimated the point prevalence of OA at 31st Dec 2012 among residents of Skåne aged 45 years or older. Thus, all persons in these ages, alive and being residents in the region at the end of the 2012 were included in the denominator. Second, I assumed that a person has OA from the date of diagnosis and onwards. Further, the number of years with healthcare history included needed to be sufficient to capture all prevalent cases of OA that had consulted a physician for the disease. In the case of OA the sufficient number of years have been reported to lie between 10 and 15.25,75 I included 14 years of healthcare visits, from 1999 to 2012. Fourth, the positive predictive value of the OA diagnosis in the register needs to be high. In order to verify this assumption, I estimated the positive predictive value of an OA diagnosis in the SHR using the clinical data from the MOA study. Finally, all persons in the target population and having doctor-diagnosed OA were included in the numerator (Figure 6).
Figure 6. Estimation of the prevalence of OA using healthcare data for a population of size $N$.

Estimating the prevalence of OA from cross-sectional data, such as data from the MOA study, is more straightforward, as the disease status is assessed directly at the time of the completion of the questionnaire and/or clinical examination. If the survey sample is not a simple random sample, the sampling scheme should be taken into account when estimating population parameters. In the MOA study, the sampling was stratified on the knee pain status (frequent knee pain present or not) with different sampling probabilities in each stratum. I have used weighting to adjust for this.

**Future prevalence**

The projected future age and sex structure of the Swedish population and the anticipated increase in the prevalence of overweight and obesity in Sweden together with the prevalence estimates of the doctor-diagnosed OA in Skåne were used to project the future prevalence of OA in Sweden, up to the year 2032. First the sex and age specific (in age categories: 45-49, 50-59, 60-69, 70-79, 80+ years) population projection from SCB and sex and age specific prevalence of doctor-diagnosed OA were used to project the future prevalence of OA due to changes in the age and sex structure of the population.
Further, I used the observed sex and age specific prevalence of overweight and obesity in Sweden measured by SCB in 1988, 2008 and 2010 (three measurements) to assess the impact of obesity on the future prevalence of OA. I assumed that the increase observed between 1988 and 2010 was linear and would continue until 2032. Based on the previously published results from meta-analyses I assumed that an increase in BMI of five units (which represents moving one “full step” from the normal weight category to overweight, or from overweight to obese) increases the risk for incident OA by 1.35 for the knee (1.22 for men and 1.38 for women) and 1.11 for hip and hand (for both men and women). The mean of the estimates for knee and hip was used for ‘any OA’ because 50% of all 2012 prevalent OA cases had knee OA. I used the following formula linking the prevalence proportions and incidence rates:

\[
\text{(number of prevalent OA cases)} \times (1/\text{disease duration}) = \text{incidence} \times \left(\frac{\text{number of people in population} - \text{number of prevalent OA cases}}{\text{disease duration}}\right).
\]

The disease duration was assumed to be equal to the life expectancy at the mean age of persons with OA. The years of life expectancy for those aged 65 in the year 2012 were retrieved from SCB publications.

To assess sensitivity of the projections with respect to assumptions about the BMI increase and its impact on risk of OA I modified the risk rates for incident OA to be equal with their lower or upper confidence limits, i.e., 1.23 (lower limit) or 1.54 (upper limit) for knee OA in women, 1.19 or 1.25 for knee OA in men and 1.07 or 1.16 for hip and hand OA. Further, I modified the projected prevalence of overweight and obesity and assumed that the increase would be 10% lower or 10% higher than the one observed between 1988 and 2010.

**Handling of missing data**

Missing data are inevitably ubiquitous in observational epidemiological research. There are several known methods of dealing with missing data, such as weighting, random effects models incorporating partially observed data, maximum likelihood estimation or Bayesian methods including multiple imputation (MI). All these methods rely on the assumption that the data are missing completely at random (MCAR) or missing at random (MAR). The data are MCAR if the missingness mechanism is unrelated to any inference we wish to draw from the data. The data are MAR if the probability that an observation is missing depends on the observed data, but not on the unobserved data. If the data are neither MCAR nor MAR they are called missing not at random (MNAR). It cannot be statistically tested if the data are MAR rather than MNAR, but the judgment of the plausibility of the MAR assumption is nevertheless an important step of the analysis. When the data are MNAR, other approaches, such pattern-mixture models, can be used under some assumptions concerning the missingness patterns. A discussion about such models falls beyond the scope of this thesis.
Missing diagnostic codes in the SHR

In the SHR 1998-2012 data the completeness was high with respect to the administrative information regarding healthcare visits (such as the personal identification number, the date, the clinic or the healthcare provider), however the ICD 10 diagnostic codes were missing for some visits. First, the diagnostic codes set in the private care were not forwarded to the register, while the other details of the visits were. Second, the percentage of visits with a diagnostic code varied depending on the healthcare level, with almost 100% completeness in in-patient care, about 90% completeness in specialist care but around 15% missing values in public primary care. Third, the registration of codes in out-patient care has been continuously increasing over the years, and the completeness was higher from year the 2004 and onwards, when the registration of codes was made obligatory for the public care. This missingness may have different impact on the inferences depending on the study question. In situations when a high sensitivity is required, such as prevalence studies, ignoring missing data may lead to severe underestimation of the prevalence. However, it may have smaller impact in studies of risk factors or disease consequences where a high specificity may be of importance.

In the SHR, the substantial part of the missingness in diagnostic codes could be linked to visit-specific factors (such as healthcare level, provider or year of visit). Thus, to make the MAR assumption more plausible, these factors needed to be taken into account when attempting to estimate the prevalence of OA in the population. One of the established methods suitable for this purpose was MI.

MI was introduced by Rubin and conceived as a two-stage Bayesian approach to estimation of the parameters in the presence of missing data but the estimates can have very good frequentist properties. A joint model is fitted where the partially observed data are the response and a number of complete datasets are created by drawing the missing data from their conditional distribution given the observed data. These complete datasets can be analysed with the standard methods and the results are combined taking into account the statistical uncertainty of the imputation process.

The MI methods for handling unbalanced longitudinal data, where the observations coming from the same individual are expected to be correlated, are limited. In the paper I and II I used the multivariate normal model for longitudinal data developed by Schafer to multiply impute missing diagnostic codes. It has been showed that imputing binary data with a multivariate normal model can be done without introducing bias, especially if the imputed values don’t need to be rounded or when a proper rounding procedure is used. I used the calibration method introduced by Yucel to derive the cut-off for rounding of the imputed values. This method has been shown to provide unbiased marginal probabilities even if the proportions of interest were low, as is the case with the OA diagnosis at a healthcare visit. To evaluate this approach I performed a simulation study (paper IV). In brief, in a generated fully observed datasets, I created missing diagnostic codes according to the MCAR or MAR mechanisms. I then derived the point prevalence estimates using
the MI method. Additionally, I estimated the prevalence using a naïve method that simply ignored missing data and compared the two approaches. The technical details of the imputation procedure and the analysis can be found in the papers I and IV.

In the paper III, where I studied the relative mortality in doctor-diagnosed OA and RA as compared to the general population, I did not adjust for the missing diagnostic codes explicitly. It was unclear if the MI approach would be sufficient to preserve the relationships between OA and other variables of interest, such as confounders, death and time to death. The positive predictive value of an OA diagnosis in the SHR was high (88%) and thus the OA group defined through diagnoses registered in SHR could be expected to have high specificity. I chose to perform sensitivity analyses in order to assess the robustness of the results to the possible misclassification of the OA status (where the missing diagnostic codes may have contributed).

Non-response in the MOA study

In the MOA study, the missing data were mainly a consequence of the non-response in the postal questionnaire and non-attendance to the clinical assessment and/or x-ray examination. However, data on age, sex, education and BMI measured at the MDCS examination were available for the whole study sample. The response rate in the mailed survey was 77% and 72% of responders were willing to further participate in the study. Among persons sampled to undergo the clinical examination 78% attended the visit. In the paper II, I have used weighting to adjust for the possible selection bias due to the non-response. A logistic regression model with sex, age and BMI as well as the highest education level as covariates was used to estimate the probability of response in the mailed survey, and the reciprocal was used as a weight. Covariates in models for willingness to participate as well as for attendance at the clinical examination included additionally the knee pain status (from part I). The sampling weights (the reciprocal of the sampling probability for those with and without frequent knee pain) were multiplied by the weights for non-response and willingness to participate to construct the final weights used in the analyses.

Survival analysis

In the survival analysis the average time to the occurrence of an event, starting from some designated zero time, is modelled. Usually not all subjects will experience the event of interest during the study period and thus the information about their time to event is incomplete (censored). The available information for censored subjects is that they have not experienced the event of interest during the observation period. The proportional hazards model proposed by Cox has become commonly used for analysis of censored data. The hazard function at time $t$ gives an information of the instantaneous potential per unit time for the event to occur, given that the individual has not experienced the event up to time $t$. In the Cox model the hazard function is
related to a set of explanatory variables through a regression equation which enables estimation of the hazard ratios (HR) for these variables.

In the paper III, I used the Cox model to estimate the HR of death for persons with doctor-diagnosed RA or OA as compared with the general population seeking healthcare, while controlling for a number of other factors. The first healthcare visits with any diagnosis registered in the SHR between the year 1998 and 2012 indicated the beginning of the follow-up time for each included person (being resident in Skåne and 45 years of age or older). Using the information from the population register all subjects were followed until death, relocation outside the Skåne region or the end of the study at the 31st Dec 2013, whichever occurred first. To avoid immortal time bias, the follow-up time from the first healthcare visit until the date at which the doctor-diagnosed RA or OA definition was fulfilled was treated as unexposed, while the follow-up time from the date of fulfilling the disease definition and onwards was treated as exposed.

When analysing mortality in a cohort study, one of the important choices is that of a time scale. Commonly, the time since entry to the study is used. However, in epidemiological studies of chronic diseases, where age often exerts substantial confounding and when the time of inclusion to the study is arbitrary, the time since birth (age) can be a more suitable option as it provides unbiased estimates of HRs. I used the attained age as a time scale because both RA/OA and mortality are heavily dependent on the person’s age. An important assumption of the Cox model is that hazards are proportional. That is, with time-fixed covariates (i.e., covariates that do not change over time), the relative hazard for any two individuals is independent of time and this holds for each variable in the model individually. I verified this assumption using plots of Schoenfeld residuals.

Controlling for confounding

Confounding is a central concept in epidemiological research. It is a process that can result in biased results when examining the causal association between exposure and outcome. Confounding is said to occur when there are differences in outcome in the exposed and unexposed populations that are not due to the exposure, but are due to other variables. Such a variable must be a cause of the outcome (or a proxy for a cause) and must not be an effect of the exposure.

The most common way of adjusting for confounders is regression modelling. When including the sufficient set of correctly measured confounders in the regression model one is able to estimate the unbiased association between the exposure and outcome. However, if the confounding is time-dependent then the standard regression techniques may still lead to biased estimates. The aim of the paper III was to estimate the relative mortality in persons with OA or RA as compared with the general population. There is evidence suggesting that cardiovascular disease may be a risk factor for OA. At the same time, both cardiovascular disease and other serious
comorbidities such as cancer or diabetes may have influenced the registration of OA at the healthcare visit. On the other hand, cardiovascular disease may be a consequence of OA.\textsuperscript{93,94} (Figure 7) Similar constraints apply for RA.

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Time-dependent confounding of the OA-death association by a comorbidity.}
\end{figure}

Thus, to adjust for the comorbidities that were possible confounders of the exposure (OA or RA)-death association I used the inverse probability weighting approach.\textsuperscript{96} The model was fitted in a two-stage process in which:

1. Each subject’s probability of having their own exposure history was estimated and used to derive inverse-probability-of-exposure weights (or inverse-probability-of-censoring weights)

2. The exposure-outcome association was estimated in a regression model weighted by the inverse-probability-of-exposure/censoring weights

I used the logistic regression both to derive the exposure (and censoring) weights and to estimate the final hazard ratios of death. Using the SHR data, I adjusted for a number of chronic comorbidities that are common causes of death or associated with risk factors for RA or OA (smoking and overweight): ischaemic heart diseases (ICD 10 code: I20 to I25), cerebrovascular disease (I60-I69), diabetes mellitus (E10-E14) and other malignant neoplasms (C, other than C34), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (J44) and malignant neoplasm of bronchus and lung (C34). I also adjusted for a number of baseline covariates (assumed to be constant during the follow-up time), i.e., sex, residential area, income, highest level of achieved education, marital status and the year of the first healthcare visit. The aim of this process was to estimate the average causal effect of the OA/RA on the mortality. In the observational study setting any causal inference requires strong assumptions of no unmeasured confounding and no measurement error. These assumptions cannot be statistically tested and are seldom fully fulfilled. Sensitivity analyses may be a tool to assess the robustness of the results in such situations.
Quantifying bias

When using register data, substudies are seldom performed in order to examine misclassification of exposure, endpoints or confounders. Likewise, obtaining additional data on unmeasured confounders is often not feasible. Thus, the only alternative may be to present sensitivity analyses, including quantification of bias. Such analyses have traditionally been overlooked in favour of a preoccupation with random error. In recent years the concept of quantifying bias, instead of only discussing it, have been given greater attention and several methods to quantify bias due to unmeasured confounding, misclassification or selection bias are available.

There were several sources of bias that may have influenced the results in the paper III. First, physical activity (that may lead to joint injury) is a known important confounder of the OA-death association, which I was not able to adjust for in the analysis model. I used the rule-out approach to estimate how common and how strongly associated with mortality an unmeasured binary confounder would need to be to explain the results if doctor-diagnosed knee and hip OA truly had an increased mortality risk (HR=1.5) or had no association with mortality (HR=1).

Second, based on the data on the healthcare consultation in knee OA patients from paper II, I assumed that as much as 40% of all true OA cases were misclassified when using the healthcare data to identify the OA cases. I sampled additional OA patients (separately for the knee and the hip) from those not fulfilling the doctor-diagnosed OA case definition so that their mortality rate ratio would be 1.5 (i.e., I sampled proportionally more individuals that died during the study period) and then repeated the Cox regression analysis adjusted for sex and other baseline covariates. I performed this procedure 1000 times and reported estimates with bootstrap 95% confidence intervals (CI).
Results and Discussion

Prevalence of OA

Current prevalence

Doctor-diagnosed OA

I found that among the 531,254 adult residents of Skåne aged ≥45 years in the year 2012 26.6% (95% CI 26.5, 26.8) had a doctor-diagnosed OA in at least one peripheral joint. (paper I) The most common location was the knee, with the prevalence of 13.8%, followed by the other joints (12.8%), the hip (5.8%) and the hand (3.1%). The prevalence was higher in women than men and typically increased with increasing age. (Figure 8) Of all persons with OA, 32% were younger than 65 years. The prevalence estimate of ‘any OA’ is in line with previously published data based on healthcare consultations in Canada, where prevalence of OA in any joint was reported to be 24.7% in persons ≥45. 25 The prevalence in the knee and the hip, the two most common affected sites, were in the middle of the range reported previously in a number of western countries and could be expected if not all symptomatic patients consult healthcare. 23, 27, 28 The prevalence of doctor-diagnosed hand OA was 3.1% and decreased after the age of 75 years, especially in women. This prevalence was lower and the pattern was different than in studies of the elderly in the US or United Kingdom (UK) based on clinical examinations, where the prevalence was stable across age groups 99 or increased with increasing age 100, 101. This discrepancy may be explained by the healthcare consultation pattern, if the hand problems are down prioritized in the presence of other comorbidities or if the elderly patients see the joint symptoms in hand as a part of aging and thus delay seeking medical care.
The group with the second highest prevalence was OA in other joints where I included peripheral joints typically less often studied, such as foot, elbow, shoulder and jaw. The combined prevalence of doctor-diagnosed OA in these joints was 9.6% in men and 14.9% in women, only slightly lower than for the knee. This group of patients causes a substantial burden on the healthcare system and should receive more attention in the healthcare planning, health economic evaluations and studies about the burden of OA.

Of all doctor-diagnosed OA cases, 26.8% were diagnosed with OA in at least two locations. (Figure 9) This number was lower than among 500 consecutive patients (age 45+ years) in a rheumatology clinic in UK, where half of all examined patients had OA in at least two sites. However, the percentage of persons with hip OA among those with knee OA was similar (12% in UK and 13% in SHR). The co-occurrence of the OA disease in different joint sites has been observed previously, but the phenomenon is still not fully understood and the magnitude of effects vary with the definitions of the diseases used and study samples. It is important to acknowledge that my results represent not only the co-occurrence of the OA diseases in different joints, but also the healthcare seeking pattern, when persons already diagnosed with OA in one location may have higher propensity for getting diagnosed in another site.
The prevalence of OA based on the healthcare register data may depend on the definition used. I required one visit to a physician with the OA diagnosis registered. Several different definitions have been used in previous studies; for example, at least two visits with a diagnosis, diagnosis from a specialist or a combination of diagnosis with medication prescriptions.\textsuperscript{25,75} Generally, the obtained prevalence estimates were higher when a less stringent definition was used. The validity of OA diagnoses may be expected to vary depending on the data source used, such as a visit to a physician, any contact with healthcare, inpatient stay or medication prescriptions.\textsuperscript{105} Additionally, some of the validity measures, such as sensitivity to capture all prevalent cases, may vary with the number of years of healthcare history included even if the positive predictive value of the particular case definition is fixed. Using the MOA data and a gold-standard definition of knee OA (ACR clinical and radiographic criteria or KL≥2) I could estimate that the positive predictive value of the knee OA diagnosis in the SHR was 88%. I considered this a sufficient justification for using one diagnostic OA code to define an OA case. This approach has also been advocated previously in similar settings.\textsuperscript{106} However, the positive predictive values of OA diagnoses in joints other than knee have not been evaluated in SHR.

**Radiographic, symptomatic and clinically defined knee OA**

In the MOA study, the 2008 prevalence of radiographic knee OA among persons aged 56 to 84 was 25.6% (95%CI 22.7, 28.6) and was similar to the prevalence of frequent knee pain - 25.1% (95%CI 24.1, 26.1).(paper II) One in ten persons could be classified as having symptomatic knee OA and 9.6% had clinically defined knee
The prevalence of painful knee OA (either symptomatic or clinically defined knee OA) was 15.4%.

While the prevalence of radiographic knee OA in this study was in line with numbers from a Dutch study in a population aged 55-79 years, it was lower than the prevalence in the US. One of the explanations may be the lower prevalence of overweight and obesity in Sweden than in many western countries, however, the prevalence of symptomatic knee OA in the MOA study sample was similar to this in US, Canada or Western Europe, while the prevalence of knee pain was similar or higher.

As also seen in previous works, the overlap between knee pain and radiographic signs of knee OA was low. This should not be seen as evidence of a weak causal association, as pain is a subjective experience unique to each person and may be strongly associated with knee OA even if it is not a good predictor of the latter. A previous study has shown that when analysing matched knees within individual participants with discordant pain status, the radiographic features are strongly associated with knee pain. Similarly, the overlap between the symptomatic knee OA and clinically defined knee OA (according to the ACR criteria) was low, a finding that is in line with previous work from England. These results emphasize the

Figure 10. The 2008 prevalence and overlap of frequent knee pain and knee OA in Swedish adults 56-84 years old.
importance of incorporating several OA definitions in order to obtain a broader picture of the occurrence of the disease. In the MOA study sample the prevalence of knee OA giving symptoms (symptomatic or clinically defined) was 50% higher than the prevalence of symptomatic knee OA alone (or clinically defined knee OA alone). It is a substantial difference in terms of the disease burden that would be missed out when using only one definition.

**Knee OA and healthcare consultations**

Between the year 2004 and 2011 half of all MOA participants with either symptomatic or clinically defined knee OA were diagnosed with knee OA by a physician in Skåne, while 69% received either knee OA or pain in joint diagnosis. (paper II) This indicates a potential unmet need among persons with knee OA. The relatively low proportion of persons with knee OA consulting healthcare has been previously reported from England. Older people may often view the chronic joint pain as a part of normal aging, delay seeking medical care and adhere poorly to the prescribed treatment, either in the form of medical drugs or recommended physical activity. On the other hand, self-coping strategies, over-the-counter pain treatments and relatively easy access to physiotherapy may be other explanations. For example, during the years 2004-2011 84% of the persons in the MOA study with either symptomatic or clinically defined knee OA visited a physiotherapist at least once compared to 66% of those without.

The major strength of the results from papers I and II is the inclusion of a number of relevant knee OA definitions within the same population. The SHR data provided information important for healthcare planning from a large study sample with low risk of selection bias and high statistical precision of the estimates. However, the data were left-truncated (available from year 1998 and onwards) and thus the definition of doctor-diagnosed OA may be prone to misclassification if the only diagnosis was made before the year 1998. The MOA study, on the other hand, provided detailed information not covered in the SHR regarding the symptoms and radiographic severity of knee OA. These detailed data were plausible to obtain only in a smaller sample prone to selection bias due to non-response. The two data sources combined gave a complete, robust and consistent picture of the current prevalence of OA in southern Sweden. Interestingly, applying the age and sex specific estimates of doctor-diagnosed knee OA (from paper I) in the age group 55 to 84 of the Malmö population (i.e. the source population for the MOA study) as per year 2012 yielded a prevalence of 16.2%, similar to the 15.4% prevalence of ‘clinically relevant’ knee OA (i.e. symptomatic or clinically defined knee OA). Due to the complexity of the OA disease and no uniform diagnostic criteria available, the group of doctor-diagnosed knee OA does not have a perfect overlap with groups defined by radiographic, symptomatic or ACR criteria. Yet, it may be an important target group for epidemiological studies of occurrence and consequences of the disease.
Future prevalence

Taking into account only the projected changes in the sex-age structure of the population aged 45 years or older the prevalence of the doctor-diagnosed ‘any OA’, the knee OA or the hip OA, respectively, is expected to increase from 26.6% to 29.0%, from 13.8% to 15.2% and from 5.8% to 6.8% over the next two decades.(paper I) When accounting additionally for the increase in the estimated prevalence of overweight and obesity the relative increase will be 10%, 12% and 18% for ‘any OA’, knee OA and hip OA, respectively.(Figure 11) These estimates are lower than those of other researchers in US and Canada who reported projections of the prevalence of self-reported arthritis with relative increase that ranged from 16 % to 50% within two decades in the population aged 15 or older. The reason for this discrepancy may be that the relative shift in the future population towards higher fraction of older adults affected my results (in persons aged 45+) to a lesser extent. Nevertheless, my estimates suggest that in Sweden in the year 2032 there will be additional 350 000 persons diagnosed with doctor-diagnosed OA, while almost 200 000 of them will be diagnosed with knee OA specifically. This may pose a great challenge for the primary care, physiotherapists and orthopaedic surgeons, especially if no breakthrough in the treatment of OA will occur.36

OA continues to affect a large proportion of middle-aged and elderly people both in terms of personal suffering and healthcare utilization. In most western European countries the age of retirement is increasing and therefore, the future work force will include an increasing number of individuals suffering from OA. Prioritization of research on the population health strategies to reduce OA, including weight loss and joint injury prevention, and, for those affected by OA, the development of effective therapies is needed.

Naturally, projection of the future is difficult and associated with a high degree of uncertainty. There are many factors, such as the incidence of knee injuries, willingness to consult, future available treatments for OA, or the capacity of the healthcare system that will impact the future prevalence of doctor-diagnosed OA. The estimates of the future population structure and prevalence of overweight and obesity used in my projection are themselves subject to uncertainty of unknown magnitude. However, even though there are obvious difficulties in quantifying the future challenges, such a population based projections may be a step towards a better healthcare planning. These results should be put into a broader perspective, where the future occurrence of other highly prevalent diseases, such as cardiovascular diseases, diabetes or cancer, and their co-occurrence with OA is taken into account. More knowledge about the comorbidity patterns in persons with OA could aid this process.
The 2012 prevalence and the projection for year 2013-2032 of doctor-diagnosed OA.

The projection is based on the predicted changes in age-structure of the Swedish population, predicted increase in the age and sex specific prevalence of overweight and obesity in Sweden and differential effects of increased BMI on different joint sites. The lower boundary of the gray area shows the projected prevalence when assuming the impact of BMI on the incidence of OA equal to the lower confidence level and the increase in the prevalence of overweight and obesity 10% lower than that observed in Sweden between 1988 and 2010. Accordingly, the upper bound of the gray area shows the projected prevalence assuming the impact of BMI equal to its upper confidence level and the increase in the prevalence of overweight and obesity 10% higher than that observed in Sweden between 1988 and 2010.
Mortality in OA and RA

In the paper III, the register based study of mortality in doctor-diagnosed OA and RA, I identified 51,939 persons with knee OA, 29,422 persons with hip OA and 8,067 persons with RA, among 524,136 persons aged 45 or older and resident in Skåne who consulted a physician at least once between 1998 and 2012. The persons were followed for a median of 10 years and 157,008 of them died during the study period (Table 5). The HR of death for persons with the hip or knee OA was 0.87 (95%CI 0.85, 0.89) and 0.90 (0.87, 0.92), respectively. (Table 6) The HR of death for persons with RA was 1.6 (95%CI 1.5,1.7)

Table 5.
Descriptive characteristics of the study cohort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RA n=8067</th>
<th>Knee OA n=51,939</th>
<th>Hip OA n=29,442</th>
<th>All n=524,136</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women, %</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>52.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age*, mean years (SD)</td>
<td>67.6 (10.6)</td>
<td>69.5 (10.7)</td>
<td>71.5 (10.1)</td>
<td>63.3 (12.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person time, years</td>
<td>61,985</td>
<td>358,803</td>
<td>203,955</td>
<td>5,379,060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaths, n</td>
<td>3105</td>
<td>11,852</td>
<td>8128</td>
<td>157,008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crude mortality rate per 10,000 person-years</td>
<td>500.9</td>
<td>330.3</td>
<td>398.5</td>
<td>291.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married, %</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest level of achieved education, %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary and lower secondary education, up to 9 years</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary education</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-secondary education, less than 3 years</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-secondary education, 3 years or longer, or postgraduate education</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income, %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st quartile</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd quartile</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd quartile</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th quartile</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of visits to a physiotherapist per one follow-up year, median [interquartile range]</td>
<td>0.5 [0-3.4]</td>
<td>0.9 [0-3.8]</td>
<td>0.7 [0-3.3]</td>
<td>0.1 [0-1.5]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Age at inclusion for All, age at the date of fulfilling the RA/OA definition for those with RA/OA; RA=rheumatoid arthritis, OA=osteoarthritis.

The estimates for RA were in line with previously reported data suggesting that SHR data may be a valid source for studying mortality in rheumatic diseases. The estimates for OA indicated mortality not higher than in general population. In order to aid the interpretation of these results I have performed a number of sensitivity analyses.
Table 6. 
Mortality in doctor-diagnosed RA, knee OA and hip OA estimated with the Cox proportional regression model with attained age as time scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Adjusted for sex*</th>
<th>Adjusted for sex* and baseline confounders†</th>
<th>Adjusted for sex*, baseline confounders† and comorbidities‡</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>1.59 (1.50, 1.70)</td>
<td>1.53 (1.43, 1.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>1.98 (1.90, 2.07)</td>
<td>1.92 (1.83, 2.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>1.83 (1.77, 1.90)</td>
<td>1.76 (1.70, 1.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>Adjusted for sex*</td>
<td>0.82 (0.80, 0.85)</td>
<td>0.83 (0.81, 0.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>0.81 (0.79, 0.83)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.79, 0.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.82 (0.80, 0.83)</td>
<td>0.82 (0.80, 0.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knee OA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>Adjusted for sex*</td>
<td>0.86 (0.83, 0.89)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.83, 0.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>0.84 (0.81, 0.86)</td>
<td>0.85 (0.82, 0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.84 (0.83, 0.86)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.84, 0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee OA</td>
<td>Adjusted for sex*</td>
<td>0.86 (0.83, 0.89)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.83, 0.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>0.84 (0.81, 0.86)</td>
<td>0.85 (0.82, 0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.84 (0.83, 0.86)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.84, 0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip OA</td>
<td>Adjusted for sex*</td>
<td>0.86 (0.83, 0.89)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.83, 0.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>0.84 (0.81, 0.86)</td>
<td>0.85 (0.82, 0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.84 (0.83, 0.86)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.84, 0.88)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results are presented as hazard ratios with 95% confidence intervals. RA=rheumatoid arthritis, OA=osteoarthritis

*In the analysis of both sexes combined; †confounders measured at inclusion: income, highest level of achieved education, marital status, residential area and year of first healthcare visit; ‡adjusted for ischaemic heart diseases (ICD 10 code: I20 to I25), cerebrovascular disease (I60-I69), diabetes mellitus (E10-E14) and other malignant neoplasms (C, other than C34), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (J44), malignant neoplasm of bronchus and lung (C34) registered in Skåne Healthcare Register using the inverse probability weighting approach.

There were two major confounding factors of the OA-death association that were not adjusted for in the analysis model. First was the physical activity. It is associated with sports injuries, which are a strong risk factor for OA, and inversely with the risk of mortality.116 In the sensitivity analysis of an unmeasured binary confounder (physical activity 'sufficient for sustaining health') I found that it could explain my result of HR equal to 0.9 if the true HR was 1, but very unlikely if the true HR was 1.5. Second, the data on BMI were not available for the included individuals. However, persons with OA are expected to have on average higher BMI than persons without OA. If so, an adjustment would drive the estimates farther from the null. To additionally address this issue I have used the sample of 422 persons with symptomatic knee OA from the MOA study. The proportion of overweight individuals that had a knee OA diagnosis registered in the SHR at least once between 1998 and 2012 was 65%. Among those who did not have the knee OA diagnosis registered the corresponding proportion was 56%. This suggests that overweight persons with knee OA were not less likely to consult for knee OA.

The misclassification of the OA status can be expected in the left-truncated healthcare data if the only diagnosis is made before the start of the registration period. Additionally, not all symptomatic cases seek healthcare or get the diagnosis registered. As a consequence, one cannot be sure if those with a registered OA diagnosis are representative of all ‘true’ OA cases. Those consulting for OA would not be expected to be on average healthier than non-consulters. Previous research has indicated that those with severe or chronic pain are more likely to consult, while the number of comorbidities was similar.117–119 On the other hand, it has been reported that only a fraction of persons with symptomatic disease seek care.20 In the sensitivity analysis I assumed that 40% of true OA cases were falsely classified as non-OA and those 40%
had a HR of death of 1.5. Even in this extreme scenario the corrected HR would not exceed 1.15.

When including the entire general population, without the requirement of a consultation with a physician, the fully adjusted HR of death was 2.05 (95% CI 1.97, 2.13) for RA, 0.92 (95% CI 0.90, 0.94) for knee OA and 0.95 (95% CI 0.93, 0.97) for hip OA.

The conclusion from the analyses is that in Sweden knee and hip OA are not associated with increased mortality as compared to the general population. Despite the point estimates being lower than 1, I would refrain from claiming a ‘protective’ effect due to the results of the sensitivity analyses and due to the doubtful value of such a statement from the practical perspective. The finding of no increased mortality is of importance for the public health and clinical practice. It is of interest to replicate these results even for OA patients not diagnosed within healthcare to better understand the mechanisms behind this finding. My results are in contrast with results reported previously in England and US, but similar to those based on the healthcare data from other countries. I cannot exclude that persons with OA may be at higher risk of death from vascular causes specifically and this is an important question for future research.

The generalizability of the results to other countries is not straightforward. The underlying health of the population and the treatment of OA received when consulting a physician may have important implications. In Sweden, the prevalence of obesity is lower, while the proportion of individuals involved in physical activity is higher than in most European countries. Relatively easy access to physiotherapy and joint replacement may be effective in preventing physical inactivity, weight gain or lower the need for the use of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. A recent publication on physical activity levels among persons with and without knee OA in 6 European countries reported that persons with OA have generally lower activity level than those without OA. However, such a difference could not be found in Sweden, where those with and without OA reported similar physical activity levels. A health economic study based on the data from the MOA cohort found that the mean EQ-5D scores among persons with knee OA in the Malmö area was higher than for comparable patients in Singapore or UK. There is a clear need for up-to-date studies of mortality in OA in countries other than Sweden in order to improve our understanding of the prerequisites for preventing potential excess mortality in OA on the population level.
Multiple imputation for handling of missing diagnostic codes in a longitudinal healthcare register

I performed a simulation study to assess the usefulness of the MI of missing diagnostic codes in a longitudinal healthcare register in order to estimate the prevalence of a chronic disease D in a population and to compare MI with the naïve method that ignores the missing data. I found that the MI approach had lower magnitude of bias than when ignoring the missing data (naïve method), but still was not unbiased in some data generation scenarios. (Figure 12) The naïve estimates consistently underestimated the true prevalence, with mean relative bias of −25% when 50% of the diagnoses were missing and of −10% when 25% of diagnoses were missing. The more visits with the disease of interest per person, the lower the bias of the naïve method. Thus, the naïve method could have a better performance for diseases that require frequent visits to a physician (not considered in this simulation study). One could speculate that including more years of the healthcare history than actually needed to identify all the prevalent cases could reduce the bias of the naïve method, but this approach could only be helpful in identifying persons with long disease duration rather than recent incident cases.

Figure 12. The mean relative bias from 1000 simulations for different distributions of number of healthcare visits (V1) and number of visits with the disease D registered per person (V2) (missing data MAR).

NE – naïve method ignoring the missing data. The \( \text{gamma}(a,b) \) distribution with a shape parameter \( a \) and a scale parameter \( b \) is a two-parameter continuous probability distribution, where a special case is for example exponential distribution.
The mean relative bias of the MI prevalence estimates across all scenarios was 1% when 25% of data were missing and −1% when 50% of data were missing. In most scenarios the MI prevalence estimates were close to the nominal values. However, when the true prevalence of the disease was low and there were relatively few healthcare visits per person, both concerning the disease of interest and in total, the prevalence could be underestimated by −18% when 50% of the diagnoses were missing. Thus, the estimated prevalence would be 0.08 when the true prevalence was 0.1. On the other hand, with the true disease prevalence of 0.2 or higher and many healthcare visits per person (both in total and due to the disease of interest) the prevalence could be overestimated by 15%. For example, the estimated prevalence would be 0.34 when the true prevalence was 0.3 The coverage of the 95%CI was greater than or equal to 95% for scenarios with low bias, but was <95% when relative bias was greater than 6%.

The performance of both methods, the naïve method and the MI, depended on the distributions of the total number of visits and the number of visits with the diagnosis of interest registered. Thus, one can expect that the same percentage of missing diagnostic codes can have different impact on the prevalence estimates depending on the disease, the population studied or the number of years of healthcare contacts included.

The simulation study provided a means of validation of the results in the paper I. Additionally it gave information about a possible bias, and its magnitude, in the prevalence estimates derived from the longitudinal healthcare databases with missing diagnostic codes when using MI or when ignoring the missing data. The crucial conclusion is that the efficiency of the MI approach will depend on the amount of missing data and on the characteristics of the studied disease and the data source. The knowledge on the data generating processes and the healthcare seeking pattern as well as the routines for setting a diagnosis are crucial for obtaining reliable prevalence estimates. In OA, which is often diagnosed in primary care and where the diagnosis is not set very often, ignoring the missing diagnostic codes could lead to a severe underestimation of the prevalence. However, the MI approach used in this study was not optimal in all data generation scenarios and thus this method should be modified in order to provide unbiased estimates in all situations. In particular, an improved calibration procedure for rounding the imputed values may be a solution.

A new implementation of the MI method for longitudinal data has recently become available. In this method, accessible through package jomo in R,\textsuperscript{129} the ordinal and categorical variables can be imputed using a correct model while accounting for the dependence between the observations coming from the same individual. This may be a superior alternative to the multivariate normal model used in my study and should be evaluated in the future.

\textit{Application to the prevalence of doctor-diagnosed OA}

The results from the simulation study suggest that the impact of missing data on the estimates of the prevalence of doctor-diagnosed OA in the paper I could vary between
the age groups or joints studied. The number of consultations with the OA diagnosis registered was on average higher in persons with the disease in the knee or the hip than in those with the disease in the hand or other joints. The total number of healthcare visits was on average highest in the oldest age group. Based on the results of the simulation study I could expect that the age specific prevalence in paper I was overestimated for the knee in persons aged 65 years or older by relatively 12%, while it was almost unbiased for hip and other joints, and underestimated for the hand by 15%. After applying the age and location specific corrections (based on the simulation results) to the prevalence estimates from paper I, the corrected prevalence of OA would be 13.0% in the knee, 6.0% in the hip, 3.7% in the hand and 13.1% in the other joints.

On the other hand, if the prevalence estimates in the paper I were based only on the observed diagnostic codes for OA, I would obtain an estimate of 8.7% in the knee, 4.1% in the hip, 2.7% in the hand and 7.0% in the other joints. Based on the simulation results, this would be an underestimation of the true prevalence by 20% for the knee, 26% for the hip and over 30% for the hand and the other joints. Similarly, these naïve estimates can be corrected using the results of the simulations study. The corrected estimates from the naïve method were not fully consistent with the corrected estimates from MI (the differences in corrected prevalences were 2% for the knee and 3% for the hip between the two methods). One of the possible explanations is that in the SHR there may be a component of data MNAR with respect to the information included in the imputation model.

The above corrections are crude and based on the assumption that the SHR data were truly MAR and that the results of the simulation study are directly applicable to the SHR data – a data set more complicated that the one used in the simulations. In some age groups and locations, the prevalence of OA was considerably smaller than 0.1 (the smallest prevalence considered in the simulation study) and it is unclear if the simulation results hold. Nevertheless, the MI approach seems to provide nearly unbiased estimates for most of the locations and age groups when estimating the prevalence of OA in middle-aged and older persons in Skåne. However, there is a risk of overestimating the prevalence of the knee OA in older adults.
Conclusions

In this thesis I have studied epidemiology of OA in Skåne as well as epidemiological methods that can be used in research based on routinely collected healthcare data. I have used population based healthcare register data and data from clinical examinations including assessment of knee symptoms and radiographic findings in knees. The studies have led to the following conclusions:

• In Sweden, one in four adults aged 45 years or older is diagnosed with OA in at least one peripheral joint and 15.4% of middle aged and elderly persons have knee OA with frequent knee pain. The OA disease is thus one of the most common chronic diseases among Swedish adults and is associated with substantial healthcare consumption and personal suffering.

• Half of the persons with knee OA giving symptoms consulted a physician and were diagnosed with knee OA during an 8 year time period. There is a potential unmet need among patients with painful disease, as many do not consult a physician for the disease.

• Due to the ageing of the population and obesity epidemic the prevalence of OA may increase to 30% within the next 20 years. Preventive strategies against obesity and joint injury are needed together with comprehensive healthcare utilization strategies for the handling of OA.

• Due to the complexity of the OA disease and the poor overlap between groups defined using the common epidemiological definitions, persons with OA diagnosed within healthcare system may be an important group to study. They represent a clinically relevant disease cohort that only partly overlap with the cohorts defined using the common OA classification criteria.

• Doctor-diagnosed knee or hip OA in Sweden is not associated with increased all-cause mortality as compared to the general population. Possible mechanisms include relatively easy access to care or maintaining physical activity despite the disease.

• Epidemiological methods for the handling of missing data and possible sources of bias may give additional information on the robustness of the results derived using register data. In particular, missing data in longitudinal healthcare databases is a challenging problem that requires further development of the existing methods.
Future perspectives

The OA disease is highly prevalent in Sweden and impacts individuals and the healthcare system. The results of this thesis do not only provide epidemiological information on the occurrence of OA but may also aid the healthcare planning for the future. A more in-depth understanding of the healthcare utilization by OA patients, including presence of comorbidities and use of physiotherapy are important questions for future research. In OA, a complex disease that is challenging to define, the longitudinal healthcare registers may be a promising source of clinically relevant data about the occurrence or consequences of the disease, if the data quality is sufficient. One of the important topics that require further investigation is the association between OA and mortality. Replication of the results from this thesis using other definitions of OA and in other countries is warranted. The specific-cause mortality is of interest, especially with respect to the cardiovascular diseases that have been reported to be a consequence of OA.

Epidemiological methods for quantification of bias are important in assessing the robustness of the results derived from the longitudinal healthcare registers, where the validity of the data may be unknown or when data on important confounders may not be available. This type of analysis can show the likely effects of anticipated sources of bias and should be used more often in register based research. It requires some analytical effort but may be effective and informative if relevant substudies are not feasible.
Artros är vår vanligaste kroniska ledsjukdom. Sjukdomen omfattar i princip alla strukturer men kännetecknas typiskt av nedbrytning av ledbrosk. Artros orsakar ofta ledsmärta och leder till nedsatt ledfunktion. Trots att artros är en folksjukdom så finns det förvånansvärt lite kunskap om förekomst av artros i Sverige, om hur många som har symptom eller strukturella förändringar i leder, om hur många som söker vård, samt om sambandet mellan artros och dödlighet.

Syftena med denna avhandling var primärt att studera förekomst av artros i Sverige idag, förutse förekomst av artros om 20 år, samt att få ny kunskap om sambandet mellan artros och dödlighet.


Jag fann att en av fyra skåningar 45 år eller äldre hade fått diagnosen artros av en läkare i minst en led: knä, höft, hand eller andra leder så som fot-, armbågs-, skulder- eller käkled. Knäledsartros var diagnosticerad hos 13.8% av befolkningen i denna åldersgrupp, höftledsartros hos 5.8%, artros i fingrarna hos 3.1% och 12.4% hade artros i andra leder. År 2032 kan vi förvänta oss att ca 30% av befolkningen i Sverige över 45 år kommer att ha sökt läkare och fått diagnosen artros. Detta främst beroende på vår åldrande befolkning men även på ökad förekomst av övervikt och fetma. I MOA studien fann jag att 25% av personerna i åldern 56 till 84 år hade knäsmärta och lika många hade röntgenologiska fynd som vid artros. Dessa två grupper överlappar dock inte helt. Femton procent hade symptomgivande knäledsartros d.v.s. uppfyllde kliniska kriterier för knäledsartros eller hade både knäsmärta och artrostecken på röntgen. Under en 8 års period hade hälften av dessa fått diagnosen knäledsartros hos en läkare.

Jag fann att personer med knä- eller höftledsartros inte löper större risk att dö jämfört med bakgrundsbefolkningen. En av förklaringarna kan vara att omhändertagandet av personer med artros är förhållandevis bra i Sverige, med relativt
enkel tillgång till sjukgymnastik, ledproteskirurgi och (eller) att personer med artros i Sverige upprätthåller fysisk aktivitet oavsett sjukdomen.

Denna avhandling tillhandahåller ny kunskap om kliniskt relevant artros i Skåne. Resultaten kan bistå i bättre planering inom sjukvården samt till att utvärdera sjukdomsbördan i samhället.
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